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Sofa Bed RV Mechanism

Welcome to purchase a sofa bed RV mechanism from

Linkrest, and we will get a reply within 24 hours for every

request you make. This sofa bed RV mechanism is

suitable for low leg and high leg styles and low seat

design. Because there is no drooping bending spring on

the deck, it is very comfortable to sit and sleep. We look

forward to cooperating with you!

Product Description

Pullout Popup Sofabed Mechanisms

LINKREST is one of the professional Sofa Bed RV Mechanism manufacturers and
suppliers in China. Already for many years in the market wordwide, such as European,
North American, Australia, New Zealand, Africa, Asia and Latin American areas.
LINKREST is regarded as a reliable partner of the most important sofa bed mechanisms
manufacturer. This thanks to the carefully quality control, our passion to focus on
innovations, our professional service and the possiblity to offer tailor-made solutions.

Sofa Bed RV Mechanism Features & Benefits:
1. Opposite power springs assistant for one finger to open and close.
2. Super comfort both sitting and sleeping due to all no sagging sinuous spring in the
deck.
3. No need a separated mattress.
4. Fit to low leg and high leg styles as well as low seat design.
5. Safe linkage design to avoid the hurts issues.
6. No gap between the arm and cushion to protect mobile phone from damage,but bed
sheet can be spread.
See Video:https://youtu.be/t9OetP_4EKQ

Sofa Bed RV Mechanism Models & Mounting Width
Model Number Size Mounting width

SEG750 Single 750mm

SEG1100 Twin 1100mm
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SEG1400 Full 1400mm

SEG1500 Queen 150mm

SEG1700 King 1700mm

Sofa Bed RV Mechanism Mounting Drawing
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